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Introduction

Competitive selection and industrial dynamics: what are the
micro-level processes underlying macro-aggregate phenomena ?
What “makes” firms growing or shrinking, and eventually exit
from the market ?

Complex phenomenon, where many factors interact in
determining observed outcomes:

firms produce more or less novel and demanded products, and
they do so differently well
firms face different levels of competition from other firms
organization or marketing strategies differ
legislation and institutional factors (credit, openness to trade, rule
of law, governmental support, infrastructures, ...) play a role
. . . and many other factors may be invoked as affecting growth
dynamics
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A stylised representation of industry/market evolution
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Today

We focus on mechanisms at the core of the way economists think
about economies and markets:

X Does market functioning work by rewarding the “best” firms ?

X Do more efficient firms win market competition and grow more
at the expenses of less efficient firms ?

Three steps:

1) How we define and measure firm growth and efficiency, and their
empirical properties⇒ the keyword here is HETEROGENEITY

2) How theories account for heterogeneity, and their main
predictions for competitive selection⇒ SELECTION WORKS

3) Do the theoretical predictions match with the empirical evidence
on selection ? Essentially NO
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Firm Growth:
measurement and evidence
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A benchmark framework: the Gibrat’s model

Robert Gibrat (1931) book is the classical and pioneering work
on firm size-growth dynamics

It is a purely statistical (stochastic) framework modeling
evolution of size over time (that is, growth)

Univariate: it describes size evolution, while it does not look at
determinants of growth
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Gibrat’s model

Firm size evolution modeled as

ST = ST−1 × ηT , (1)

where S is size and η is an i.i.d. random variable (a growth
shock) with mean µ and variance σ2

Rewrite in logs

ln(ST) = ln(ST−1) + ln(ηT) (2)

Going back in time

ln(ST) =
T∑

t=1

ln(ηt) + ln(S0) (3)

⇒ Firm size-growth dynamics essentially evolves through the
accumulation of all past growth shocks
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Gibrat’s model: main empirical implications

1 The Law of Proportionate Effects (LPE): growth is independent
from initial size or, to say it differently, larger and smaller firms
have the same proportional rate of growth

St − St−1

St−1
= ηt

ln(St)− ln(St−1) = ln(ηt)

2 The predicted distribution of log-sizes is Gaussian as essentially
resulting as the sum of i.i.d. variables

ln(ST) =

T∑
t=1

ln(ηt) ∼ Gaussian(µt, σ2t)

⇒ The predicted distribution of firm sizes is Log-Normal: few large
firms coexist with a multitude of small-medium sized firms (aka
the SKEWNESS property of FSD)
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Skewness in firm sizes: intuition

A lot of small (or micro) firms, very few large (extremely large)
firms
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Gibrat’s legacy: an empirical framework

Extended Gibrat’s model (rewriting s=ln(S) and ε=ln(η):

st − st−1 = λ st−1 + σ(st−1)εt (4)

There are 3 key objects to be estimated:

The λ parameter: captures the relationship between average
growth and initial size
The scaling function σ(st−1): captures the relationship between
variance of growth and initial size
The growth shocks ε and their properties

Original Gibrat’s model postulates:
Weak LPE: λ = 0
Strong LPE: VAR(growth) uncorrelated with size (no scaling)
Growth shocks are i.i.d.
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Gibrat’s legacy: a huge literature

The key “ingredients” of the Gibrat’s model have been studied
since the 1950s, when the first systematic firm-level datasets
started to become available:

1950s-1970s: debate on skewness of the FSD and first estimates
of LPE
1980s: focus on econometric improvements of Gibrat’s
regressions estimates (Sutton, 1997, for a review)
1990s-2010s: exact shape of FSD, parametrization of scaling
function, and distributional properties of growth shocks (see
Bottazzi and Secchi, 2006; Bottazzi et al., 2015)

Caveat: the empirical studies are not always comparable, as the
data consider different populations of firms (e.g. traded vs. non
traded, or samples vs. populations), different countries and
different time periods, different industries and different levels of
sectoral aggregation
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Note: how do we measure size in the data ?

Sales or value added or (somewhat imprecisely) profits:
measures of size as success on the market

Employment or total assets (tangibles in some cases): measures
of size as “physical” capacity

Deflate nominal variables when comparing over time

Convenient definition sometimes employed (relevant for
evidence I show below)

sit = log(Sit)−
1
N

∑
i

log(Sit) (5)

where the sum is computed over the N firms operating in the
same sector of firm i. This normalizes size around sectoral
average in year t, thus implicitly controlling for prices and
demand cycles common to the sector.
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Evidence #1: the FSD
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Firm size distribution

Empirical studies have reached a set of stylised facts:
1 The FSD is indeed skewed: firms of different size co-exist within

the same industry (or market), at various levels of sectoral
aggregation

2 Such skewed shape of the FSD is also stable over time

3 Generally, the degree of skewness is even greater than the
“Log-Gaussian property” implied by Gibrat’s model

=⇒ Irreducible heterogeneity, even within narrowly defined sectors:
empirical irrelevance of models where firms are all equal

However:
1 Shape of FSD not robust to sectoral disaggregation (see Hymer

and Pashigian, 1962; Bottazzi and Secchi, 2003)

2 More generally, debate on the exact shape of the FSD (critical
review in Bottazzi, Pirino and Tamagni, 2015)
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FSD and sectoral disaggregation: US Manuf
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FSD and sectoral disaggregation: Italian Manuf
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Evidence #2: λ and scaling
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Gibrat’s regressions results: tentative sum-up

Huge literature, not easy to summarize. The main “stylised facts” are:

In general, λ ' 0 is good first approximation, especially for
samples of firms with size above a minimal threshold (10-20
employees)

It is not uncommon to observe that smaller firms growth faster,
on average: λ < 0 especially among samples of small-micro
firms

Strong LPE violated: volatility of growth decreases with size,
almost always with exponential decay (see below example for
Italy)

Evidence that age mediates the size-growth relationship: in
general, young firms grow more, but their probability to survive
is way smaller
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Scaling (or heteroskedasticity) property

Example from Bottazzi, Secchi and Tamagni(2014) on Italian data

Scaling of Variance
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Negative (exponential shape) relation: small firms exhibit higher
variability than larger firms
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Evidence #3: Properties of Growth Shocks
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Growth shocks

The growth shocks (or rescaled growth rates) contain information
about the process of size evolution and competition over time. We
focus on two empirical properties:

Shape of growth shocks distribution: what kind of events drive
the process ?

Correlation over time: persistence of success ?
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Growth shocks

Studies include Stanley et al. (1996) on US, Bottazzi et al.
(2001) on Pharma, Bottazzi and Secchi (2003, 2006) on US, a
series of Bottazzi et al. on Italy and France, ....

Stylised facts:

Growth shocks have a similar shape, irrespective of size proxy,
country and level of sectoral aggregation

This shape is well approximated by a Laplace distribution
(fat-tailed, tent-like)

This shape is stable over time
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Growth shocks distribution
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Italian data: Manufacturing (left) and Service (right) industry. Size is
Value Added (VA).
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Growth shocks distribution

US manufacturing. Size is sales.
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Where are we ?

We focus on mechanisms at the core of the way economists think
about economies and markets:

X Does market functioning work by rewarding the best firms ?
X Do more efficient firms win market competition and grow more

at the expenses of less efficient firms ?

Three steps:

X
1 How we define and measure firm growth and efficiency, and

their empirical properties⇒ the keyword here
is HETEROGENEITY

3) How theories account for heterogeneity, and their main
predictions for competitive selection⇒ SELECTION WORKS

3) Do the theoretical predictions match with the empirical evidence
on selection ? Essentially NO
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Productivity:

definition, measurement and
evidence
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What is productivity ?

CAVEAT: Efficiency or productivity is often intended as a summary, catch-all
label for the capability of a firm to compete in the market

⇒ Large literature on “What determines productivity?” (Syverson, 2011)

Internal factors:
− Technical change: IT, R&D, product-process innovation
− Organizational characteristics: managerial strategies and practices,

organizational change, routines
− Inputs quality: skills, embodied technical change

External factors:
− Market structure and competitive pressure (international)
− Spillovers and networks effect
− Institutional characteristics: financial markets, regulation and

policies affecting, e.g., labour or innovation or entrepreneurship

The basic definition of productivity is “easier”: efficiency in production, that is
how much (physical) output is obtained from (physical) inputs
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Measuring productivity

Take the “basic definition” of productivity or efficiency as an
output-input ratio:

Productivity =
output
input

(6)

YET:
− How to measure output ?

− How to measure input ?

− Which inputs and which outputs ? Single or multi input-output
framework ?
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Measuring output and inputs

Two measures of output: Sales vs. Value Added
− Value added controls for the degree of vertical integration
− Micro-level data (balance sheets) do not usually record “real” values, but

nominal values (price×quantity) of gross output or value added⇒ as for
size measures, deflate somehow

Traditional focus on two inputs:
1) Labour: the choice is usually between number of employees and

hours worked
− If available, hours are generally better measure, since in general we do

not have info about full vs. part time employees

2) Capital: usually book value of tangible assets, but there are many
problematic issues
− Which items ? Usually Machinery&Equipment...also Buildings ? Other

types ? Computers sometimes available...
− How to measure the contribution to current-year production ? No info in

balance sheets on vintages, aging (depreciation), actual utilization...
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Single-input productivity

1 DEF: Productivity =
units of output
unit of input

Most common is Labour Productivity = Y/L, where Y is usually
Value Added (or sales), properly deflated, and L can be either
number of employees (or hours worked), usually measured in
each accounting year

Less used, but equally meaningful is Productivity of Capital,
where you measure capital inputs (K) in the denominator

2 Main PRO: intuitive, easy to compute, data generally available at
firm level

3 Main critique: do not consider the intensity in the use of the
excluded inputs. Ex: same VA/L may arise with quite different
Capital intensities
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Multi-input productivity

Conceptually, one would like to measure an output-to-inputs
ratio, exactly as with single-input measures

Problem: how do we combine different inputs (with different
units of measurement) “to be used as the denominator” of the
output-to-input ratio ?

Resulting measures of productivity are called Total Factor
Productivity (TFP) or Multi-Factor Productivity (MFP)
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TFP: production functions and the Solow residual

Consider a standard production function (with Hicks-neutral
technical change):

Yt = AtF(Lt,Kt) (7)

A measures a shift in the function for given L and K

We can just write At = Yt/F(Lt,Kt), and this is the TFP or MFP
proxy.

TFP is computed in various way, typically as the residual of
production function estimation, such as

ln(Yit) = a + βl ln(Lit) + βk ln(Kit) + ln(Ait) (8)
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Discussion of TFP

Does A reflect the nature of technical change ? Is the production
function a good representation of technology ? The “cake
example” and Dosi and Grazzi seminars . . .

There are implicit strong assumptions we make by estimating
TFP measures

We impose the same “input-output relation” (the production
function itself) to all firms

The ignorance involved in TFP inevitably mixes together:
− “True” technical change under the control of the firm
− Various spurious components due to measurement error, omitted

inputs, misspecification of the function⇒ very difficult to obtain a
precise (consistent in econometrics terms) estimate
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There are implicit strong assumptions we make by estimating
TFP measures

We impose the same “input-output relation” (the production
function itself) to all firms

The ignorance involved in TFP inevitably mixes together:
− “True” technical change under the control of the firm
− Various spurious components due to measurement error, omitted

inputs, misspecification of the function⇒ very difficult to obtain a
precise (consistent in econometrics terms) estimate
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Empirical properties of productivity

Huge literature (reviews in Bartelsman and Doms, 2000;
Syverson, 2011), but agreement on the following stylised facts:

1 Widespread heterogeneity in productivity is ubiquitous: very
different firm coexist

2 Productivity is persistent over time

3 Results invariant across different levels of sectoral aggregation,
across countries and time periods

They hold irrespective of the productivity proxy (LP vs TFP)
considered
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Labour Productivity - Italian data

Wide dispersion
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Labour Productivity - Italian data

Tails fatter than a Gaussian
Asymmetries: fatter left tail
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Labour Productivity - Italian data

Top10-to-Bottom10 deciles ratio is stable across years:
dispersion does not reduce over time
Left tail remains fatter over time: weak selection ? (next lectures)
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Labour Productivity Growth - Italian data

Similar to growth of size
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Labour Productivity Persistence - Italian data

Very mild reversion to the mean in the levels (even higher AR
coefficients in other studies)
Very mild anti-correlation in growth rates
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Multi-factor Productivity - Italian data

Multivariate Kernel estimates of E[s|(k, l)] (Italian data, from
Bottazzi, Secchi and Tamagni, 2008)
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Non-linearities and deviations from the Cobb-Douglas plane
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Where are we ?

We focus on mechanisms at the core of the way economists think
about economies and markets:

X Does market functioning work by rewarding the best firms ?

X Do more efficient firms win market competition and grow more
at the expenses of less efficient firms ?

Three steps:

1) How we define and measure firm growth and efficiency, and their
empirical properties⇒ the keyword here is HETEROGENEITY

X How theories account for heterogeneity, and their main
predictions for competitive selection⇒ SELECTION
WORKS

3) Do the theoretical predictions match with the empirical evidence
on selection ? Essentially NO
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Theories of firm-industry dynamics I

Starting from the 1980s, models have incorporated firm heterogeneity,
within two main (conflicting) schools: neoclassical vs. evolutionary
frameworks

Stochastic-equilibrium models: early examples are Jovanovic (1982);
Hopenhayn (1992); Ericson and Pakes (1995), but also Melitz (2003)
in trade, and Luttmer (2007) more recently

X Standard assumptions on intertemporal profit-maximization by
rational firms

X However, firms differ as endowed with differential “efficiency”

Disequilibrium evolutionary models: seminal book by Nelson and
Winter (1982), but see e.g. Dosi et al. (1995) for the basic structure

X “Bounded rationality” and satisficing objectives; role of
environment and institutions

X Richer picture on the sources of heterogeneity (innovation,
routines, organizational traits)
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Theories of firm-industry dynamics II

Note: rarely the models pay attention to and are consistent with
fat-tailed growth rates

Relevant to today’s discussion: common framing of the workings of
competitive selection, broadly intended as “who wins vs. who looses”

X Crucial dimensions to consider are productivity and growth

X Predicted (actually assumed) strong positive relation between the
two: more efficient firms grow and gain market shares at the
expenses of the less efficient firms

− A permanent disequilibrium dynamics in evolutionary terms,
while an automatic out-of-equilibrium path of adjustment toward
the equilibrium in neoclassical models

⇒ Selection works as a direct productivity-growth link, essentially via
lower prices
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Last part of our journey

1 How do economists look empirically at the productivity-growth
relations ?

Productivity decompositions

Firm-level regressions

2 What is the empirical evidence ? Does market selection work ?
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Productivity-growth relations:

decompositions
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Decomposition of aggregate productivity

Use firm-level data to capture the patterns underlying aggregate
(sector or economy wide) productivity growth

Define aggregate productivity as

Πt =
∑

i

sitπit

where π is productivity (as LP or TFP) of firm i and si is the
share of firm i in the industry (or economy), measured in terms
of output or employment

Aggregate productivity change between two years (or periods)
t − 1 and t is

∆Πt = Πt −Πt−1
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Decomposition of aggregate productivity

Split the aggregate change into “micro-level” components (shift-share
analysis):

∆Πt =
∑

Continuing i
si ∆πit WITHIN

+
∑

Continuing i
∆sit πi BETWEEN

+
∑

Entering in t
sit πit ENTRY

−
∑

Exiting in t
sit−1 πit−1 EXIT

X WITHIN TERM: the contribution due to firms’ own changes in productivity,
keeping market shares constant =⇒ LEARNING

X BETWEEN TERM: component due to reallocation of market shares across
differently productive units =⇒ COMPETITIVE SELECTION
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Productivity Decompositions: the evidence

WITHIN component generally dominates

BETWEEN effect is much smaller: in this example it is even negative,
meaning that above-average productivity plants loose market shares or
below-average productivity plants gain market shares
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Productivity Decompositions: the evidence

From Bottazzi et al. (2010) – π is VA/L

WITHIN component dominates over the BETWEEN effect: learning
dominates market selection

Result holds using either sales or employment to measure firm shares in the
sector
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Productivity Decompositions: the evidence

No big differences across countries (Dosi et al., 2015, π is VA/L)

=⇒ Does market selection work ?? It seems not much . . .
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Productivity-growth relations:

firm-level regressions
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Π-G relations at firm level

Mostly based on: Bottazzi, Secchi and Tamagni (ICC 2008);
Bottazzi, Dosi, Jacoby, Secchi and Tamagni(ICC 2010); Dosi,
Moschella, Pugliese and Tamagni(SBE 2015)

Simple idea: a firm-level regression like

Gi,t = c + ui + αΠi,t + εi,t ,

provides a more direct look at selection than decompositions
We measure relative strength of the relation through

S2 =

(
α̂
σπ
σG

)2

,

where α̂ is the estimated α, and σ stands for the standard
deviation.
Note: S2 measures strength of selection as the fraction of
variance of G explained by Π
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Bottazzi et al. (2010) on Italy and France
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G is sales growth and π is VA/L, data for 2004: Italy (Top) and France (Bottom)
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Bottazzi et al. (2010) on Italy and France

Regression: Gi,t = c + αΠi,t + ui + εi,t

ITALY FRANCE

NACE Sector α̂ S2
YX R2 α̂ S2

YX R2

171 Preparation and spinning of textiles 0.0045* 0.0936 0.2561 0.0004* 0.0049 0.1907
172 Textiles weaving 0.0023* 0.0623 0.2916 0.0003* 0.0046 0.2415
175 Carpets, rugs and other textiles 0.0039* 0.2383 0.3585 0.0003* 0.0033 0.1946
182 Wearing apparel 0.0052* 0.1543 0.3269 0.0028* 0.0000 0.0601
193 Footwear 0.0086* 0.2048 0.2859 0.0100* 0.0000 0.1178
212 Articles of paper and paperboard 0.0021* 0.0632 0.2412 0.0026* 0.0388 0.1973
221 Publishing 0.0012* 0.0746 0.3028 0.0005* 0.0640 0.2113
222 Printing 0.0027* 0.1063 0.3688 0.0062* 0.1169 0.1975
241 Production of basic chemicals 0.0006* 0.0158 0.1255 0.0009* 0.1056 0.1470
244 Pharma., med. chemicals, botanical prod 0.0012* 0.0310 0.3863 0.0004* 0.0570 0.2306
246 Other chemical products 0.0023* 0.1166 0.3168 0.0022* 0.1367 0.2317
252 Plastic products 0.0032* 0.1200 0.2789 0.0014* 0.0245 0.1711
266 Concrete, plaster and cement 0.0025* 0.0851 0.3158 0.0011* 0.0210 0.1857
281 Structural metal products 0.0060* 0.1183 0.3131 0.0096* 0.1319 0.2179
284 Forging, pressing, stamping, of metal 0.0059* 0.2009 0.2812 0.0080* 0.1942 0.2391
291 Machinery for prod. & use of mech. power 0.0035* 0.0942 0.2823 0.0052* 0.1671 0.2203
292 Other general purpose machinery 0.0052* 0.1613 0.2626 0.0083* 0.1885 0.1961
294 Machine tools 0.0062* 0.1525 0.3340 0.0099* 0.1932 0.3316
295 Other special purpose machinery 0.0061* 0.1553 0.2389 0.0087* 0.1948 0.2072
311 Electric motors, generators and transform 0.0040* 0.1147 0.3973 0.0097* 0.1518 0.2434
361 Furniture 0.0057* 0.1331 0.2826 0.0119* 0.2633 0.2604

S2
YX Statistics AVG MIN MAX AVG MIN MAX

0.1186 0.0158 0.2433 0.1268 0.0001 0.2633
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Extensions in Dosi et al. (2015)

Manufacturing firms from US, UK, GER and FRA over
2000-2007: different industrial structures and different varieties
of capitalism

Account for dynamics and “long-run” structure via a different
model (called Correlated Random Effects):

gi,t = a + bt + β0πi,t + β1πi,t−1 + β0aπ̄i + β1aπ̄i,−1 + ci + εi,t

=⇒ Findings: slightly higher explanatory power of productivity than
in Bottazzi et al. (2010), but overall we confirm weak
explanatory power of productivity, with only minor differences
across sectors and countries
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Dosi et al. (2015): G-Π relation, explained variance

FRANCE GERMANY UK US
S2 R2 S2 R2 S2 R2 S2 R2

Food 0.14 0.38 0.17 0.73 0.09 0.36 0.03 0.51
Beverages 0.16 0.33 0.24 0.60 0.10 0.32 0.19 0.45
Textile 0.23 0.46 0.13 0.66 0.25 0.50 0.05 0.47
Wearing 0.18 0.40 0.06 0.68 0.16 0.39 0.06 0.54
Leather 0.33 0.54 0.38 0.99 0.20 0.46 0.32 0.73
Wood 0.22 0.43 0.26 0.89 0.16 0.42 0.25 0.66
Paper 0.07 0.29 0.28 0.66 0.11 0.38 0.14 0.38
Printing 0.18 0.39 0.03 0.68 0.15 0.42 0.13 0.33
Chemical 0.10 0.39 0.16 0.60 0.06 0.40 0.11 0.55
Pharmaceutical 0.26 0.42 0.32 0.61 0.14 0.40 0.18 0.53
Rubber and plastic 0.12 0.33 0.05 0.52 0.11 0.36 0.19 0.53
Basic metals 0.22 0.45 0.17 0.61 0.21 0.42 0.12 0.57
Fabricated metal 0.24 0.45 0.18 0.69 0.13 0.37 0.28 0.66
Machinery 0.24 0.42 0.12 0.57 0.13 0.34 0.19 0.50
Computer and electronics 0.19 0.44 0.05 0.60 0.13 0.41 0.17 0.54
Electrical Mach. 0.26 0.44 0.15 0.56 0.15 0.38 0.09 0.44
Motor Vehicles 0.17 0.38 0.11 0.59 0.14 0.39 0.05 0.28
Other transport 0.16 0.37 0.07 0.45 0.10 0.30 0.09 0.54
Furniture 0.17 0.40 0.15 0.86 0.09 0.37 0.19 0.44
MEDIAN 0.18 0.41 0.17 0.65 0.14 0.40 0.14 0.52
AVERAGE 0.19 0.41 0.18 0.66 0.14 0.39 0.15 0.51
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Concluding remarks

1 Firm heterogeneity dominates the reality of modern industrial
structures: firms of different size, with different growth patterns, and
very different efficiency coexist, even if we take (relatively) narrow
sectors

X Indeed, such heterogeneity in firm-specific characteristics emerge also
along other dimensions (profits, exporting activity, patterns and modes of
innovation, management strategies, organizational structures, . . .)

X Very difficult to make sense of any “representative firm”

2 Differences in productivity does not explain much of observed patterns
of firm growth
X Empirics of industrial dynamics does not reflect the relatively strong

competitive selection postulated by theory, whereby best firms prevail in
the market

3 Of course, several other factors not covered here may be advocated as
drivers of or obstacles to growth and competition dynamics
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My personal wish

More empirics in the
(never ending) era of theory !
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Focus: Role for Profits ? Again Bottazzi et al. (2010)
An indirect link via profitability: efficiency warrants profits, allowing for further
(innovative) investments that eventually sustain growth
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G is sales growth and P is Return on Sales: Italy (Top) and France (Bottom), in 2004
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Focus: Role for Profits ? Again Bottazzi et al. (2010)

Regression: Gi,t = c + αPi,t + ui + εi,t

ITALY FRANCE

NACE Sector α̂ S2
YX R2 α̂ S2

YX R2

171 Preparation and spinning of textiles 0.6340* 0.0545 0.2449 0.7440* 0.0923 0.2546
172 Textiles weaving 0.5265* 0.0478 0.2943 1.0546* 0.0923 0.2890
175 Carpets, rugs and other textiles 0.4540* 0.0553 0.3291 1.1378* 0.1048 0.2419
182 Wearing apparel 0.1096* 0.0147 0.3138 0.5653* 0.0757 0.2550
193 Footwear 0.8679* 0.1056 0.2997 1.3384* 0.1159 0.2207
212 Articles of paper and paperboard 0.7236* 0.0747 0.2582 0.5924* 0.0318 0.1946
221 Publishing 0.1706* 0.0121 0.2939 0.0429* 0.0068 0.1875
222 Printing 0.6643* 0.1376 0.3542 0.7332* 0.0438 0.1695
241 Production of basic chemicals 1.4128* 0.3470 0.3491 0.5441* 0.1165 0.1627
244 Pharma., med. chemicals, botanical prod 1.0134* 0.1213 0.4519 0.3796* 0.0829 0.2632
246 Other chemical products 0.8846* 0.2527 0.4737 0.6959* 0.0873 0.2203
252 Plastic products 0.8717* 0.1263 0.2904 0.5802* 0.0285 0.1761
266 Concrete, plaster and cement 0.4693* 0.0200 0.2790 0.8573* 0.0627 0.2035
281 Structural metal products 0.8370* 0.0684 0.3142 1.1263* 0.0544 0.1998
284 Forging, pressing, stamping, of metal 0.8923* 0.1239 0.2989 0.9334* 0.0926 0.2110
291 Machinery for prod. & use of mech. power 0.8954* 0.1487 0.3153 0.8816* 0.0979 0.2170
292 Other general purpose machinery 0.8271* 0.0701 0.2553 1.0287* 0.0832 0.1678
294 Machine tools 0.6543* 0.0382 0.2998 1.1168* 0.1029 0.3195
295 Other special purpose machinery 0.9698* 0.0828 0.2307 1.0194* 0.0995 0.1849
311 Electric motors, generators and transform 0.7281* 0.0628 0.3965 1.0876* 0.1020 0.2356
361 Furniture 0.6915* 0.0546 0.2846 1.0099* 0.0960 0.2312

S2
YX Statistics AVG MIN MAX AVG MIN MAX

0.1032 0.0095 0.3470 0.0699 0.0000 0.1388

=⇒ Profits do not seem to be translated into (sales) growth
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Focus: Role for Profits ? Again Bottazzi et al. (2010)
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294 Machine tools 0.6543* 0.0382 0.2998 1.1168* 0.1029 0.3195
295 Other special purpose machinery 0.9698* 0.0828 0.2307 1.0194* 0.0995 0.1849
311 Electric motors, generators and transform 0.7281* 0.0628 0.3965 1.0876* 0.1020 0.2356
361 Furniture 0.6915* 0.0546 0.2846 1.0099* 0.0960 0.2312

S2
YX Statistics AVG MIN MAX AVG MIN MAX

0.1032 0.0095 0.3470 0.0699 0.0000 0.1388

=⇒ Profits do not seem to be translated into (sales) growth
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